
Ratings Officers Report 2015

Dear Chess Friends,

I was appointed ICU Ratings Officer by the ICU Executive after the resignation of my
predecessor in November 2014.

Throughout the year, 149 ICU events were rated of which 44 were foreign events. 178 new ICU
IDs were created. There were 24 FIDE rated events, with 79 new applicants for FIDE IDs.

The role of the ratings officer is to uphold the integrity of the rating system and I believe I have
honoured that role, however the year did not go unchallenged.

Shortly after my appointment as Ratings Officer it was brought to my attention that the Leinster
Leagues had not been registered the previous August for FIDE rating. It is mandatory that all
events must be registered at least seven days in advance or in the case of norm events 30 days
in advance. Pleading our case to FIDE of this unfortunate oversight I eventually received
authorisation to register the Leagues in mid January. FIDE however had introduced new
regulations, which took effect from January 1st 2015, relating to leagues which run for a period
longer than 90 days. They now must be submitted for rating at regular short term intervals. This
new legislation caused severe complications to the submission of the leagues. Ultimately they
had to be manually broken down and manually submitted to FIDE in a two round format. This
proved to be both a time consuming and arduous task but one that was very worthwhile as it
saw the LCU leagues rated with FIDE this year and proved to be paramount in both Conor
O'Donnell and Karl McPhillips achieving their FM Titles.

The National Club Championships took place in April of this year. One of the fundamental rules
of the Swiss Pairing System is that participants cannot play each other twice in the event.  This
years NCC unfortunately contravened this rule, whilst this did not have an overall bearing on the
winning teams it deemed the tournament un-rateable, therefore not recognised in the eyes of
the ECC and FIDE. In order to qualify two teams for the ECC a country must hold a National
Chess Championship. I made significant representation on behalf of our two winning teams,
Adare and Gonzaga, without which the place of the second team would not have been secured.

The Galway rapid play event was not rated this year as the event organiser failed to comply with
FIDE Ethical regulations, the event was removed from the FIDE rating system by the FIDE
Qualification Commission.

I was disappointed to discover that prior to the publication of both the May and September rating
lists there were numerous tournaments outstanding. One such event was submitted more than
four months after its completion and this saw the necessity to re-rate fifty nine events.  This
must be addressed simply by tournament organisers registering their events prior to the
commencement date and reporting these events in a timely manner upon completion, it must
be noted that many tournament organisers already adhere to this principle. This is paramount to
ensure the integrity and accuracy of the rating system and to ensure the validity of selections.
On a positive note this year saw the introduction of the new foreign event rating regulations.
Upon selection to represent Ireland the foreign rating fee is waived, submission of the rating
report is now mandatory for Irish rating.
I have contacted numerous ratings officers from different federations and have established rating
correlation formulas. I intend to continue monitoring and adjusting these formulas accordingly.

I endeavour to introduce a monthly published rating list as I believe it to be the fairest list for
tournament controllers to use. As the majority of tournament organisers use the published list
for the purpose of pairing, the possible four month time lapse between rating publications often
leads to very inaccurate pairings. It also means certain individuals may find themselves
ineligible to participate in sections for which their live rating would qualify them. I have also



noted that grading prizes are often incorrectly awarded. An example being whereby a player
with a sub 1300 published rating won an under 1400 grading prize in an event where their live
rating exceeded 1600.

I intend to address the deflation of ratings within the Irish rating system, studies have already
begun into how this issue can be addressed.

I am pleased that after consultation with the provincial delegates, and in line with new FIDE
regulations that the dual round rating of the Leinster Leagues will be mirrored on the Irish Rating
system. As the Munster League takes place over a series of weekends each weekend will be
rated as an individual event. I believe this to be a significant step in maintaining an accurate
representation of individuals ratings particularly juniors and those consistently active on the
tournament scene.

As the ratings officer, an arbiter, a chess enthusiast, a chess parent, the organiser of a junior
chess club and someone who is involved with introducing juniors to chess in a number of local
schools I endeavour to continue my work toward the progression of chess in Ireland. I believe
chess to be the greatest educational tool that can be afforded to a young mind.

Yours in chess,

Andrew Kildea,

Ratings Officer to the Irish Chess Union. 


